Potential Trade-Offs Between Nature-Based Tourism and Forestry, a Case Study in Northern Finland
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Abstract: Forestry, as a large industry, has significant impacts on the quality of nature-based tourism landscapes in boreal forests. In Finland, the rapid growth of nature-based tourism has expanded outdoor recreation activities from protected areas into timber production forests; this is particularly so in northern Finland. This paper focuses on assessing balanced local net impacts of three alternative land-use scenarios, in which the level of integration between nature-based tourism (NBT) and traditional forestry is varied. The study is located in northern Finland in the area between two top-rated tourist resorts, Ylläs and Levi. The results of the case study support the idea of an eligible integration between NBT and forestry, which takes into account scenic qualities of forested landscapes by restricting traditional management practices. In our case, the increased number of tourists (due to a more attractive forest environment) offset the losses accrued in forestry (due to restricted forest management).
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1. Introduction

Forests in general provide many functions, producing, e.g., recreational services [1,2] timber [3], biodiversity [4] and carbon sinks [5]. Decisions concerning the management of forests unavoidably involve trade-offs between these alternative uses. Forested landscapes provide policymakers as well as practitioners multiple management objectives that include the production of an array of both marketed goods and non-marketed ecosystem services, forest externalities [6]. Nature-based tourism, as an example of forest externality, has an increasing role in Finnish Lapland. Nature-based tourism is a rather wide concept that covers activities that people do while on holiday and which focus on engagement with nature and usually includes an overnight stay. The nature experiences offered within program services may contain motorized or non-motorized activities and include various types of natural environments, often combined with knowledge of local cultures [7-11]. The trade-off between tourism use and timber production in this study deals with all year-round tourism. The various types of forest-based tourism activities (walking, hiking, mounting-biking, cross country skiing, snow shoeing, husky and reindeer safaris) are less influenced by forest management in winter due to snow cover but affect particularly regeneration cuttings to decrease recreational and scenic values of forest environments in summer [11]. Most people use the recreation and hiking trails for different kind of activities in winter and summer. Therefore, the quality of the forest environment along the trails as well as long distance views seen from the trail and from viewing points needs to be addressed while enhancing the quality of the forest environment for recreation and nature-based tourism [12].

A deeper understanding of synergies and conflicts between nature-based tourism and forestry are needed in land-use planning and natural resource management. Moreover, it is important to conduct assessments that reveal the trade-offs between alternative land-use policies with respect to the effects on the local economy.

The demand for nature-based tourism has created new economic opportunities within regions rich in natural amenities, such as northern Europe. In Finnish Lapland, tourism is already as important employer providing approximately 4,300 man-years per annum [7,8]. Therefore, nature-based tourism in both of its forms, i.e., non-consummptive and consumptive tourist activity [1], has an important role in tourism in Finnish Lapland [7], especially in the municipalities with large tourist resorts. Although tourism has been growing fast, traditional forestry concentrating on timber production still plays a crucial role in Finnish Lapland, generating a gross revenue worth approximately 220 million euro and providing 3,500 man-years per annum [8]. The total impact of tourism in Finnish Lapland encompasses 377 million euro of gross revenue per annum [8]. The position of tourism sector in Finnish Lapland resembles many other areas around the world with peripheral location in relation to national centers [9,13].

Besides tourism entrepreneurs, private land owners as well as the government make up an important part of the supply of nature-based tourism in the Nordic countries. Private landowners are often encouraged by governmental authorities to diversify into tourism instead of agricultural or forestry activities [14]. In Lapland, the state is typically the key landowner responsible for providing most of the protected or other nature areas with infrastructure for outdoor recreation and tourism. The relatively fast development of tourism resorts in Finnish Lapland has expanded tourism use from protected areas into timber production forests; in turn this has created the demand to modify current forest management regimes aimed mainly at timber production.
As landscape quality is one of the pull factors of Nordic nature-based tourism, it is important to understand people’s experiences and perceptions of the holiday environment. In nature-based tourism areas, the natural environment needs to meet the expectations of clients. Recreational opportunities located in scenic landscapes form the base for tourism attractions within or near nature-based tourism destinations. In these areas, maintaining or enhancing amenity values of forests may be a key objective to guide forest management decisions [15].

Forestry, as a large industry, has significant impacts on the quality of nature-based tourism landscapes in boreal forests. The landscape preference studies show that traditional forestry management, in particular regeneration practices, have a large impact on landscape values [16-20]. On the other hand, management changes including small-scale management practises may cause loss in timber values and job opportunities, which need to be compensated for with increased income and employment from the tourism sector.

The main focus of this study was to determine how many more tourists per annum would compensate for the loss in annual timber revenues. To achieve the goal we applied the input-output, I-O analysis [21,22] to value the trade-offs between nature-based tourism and traditional forestry. In the calculations we emphasized local effects on (a) value added and (b) employment assessed by regional input-output analysis [22]. The framework consisted of three alternative land-use scenarios, where the level of integration between NBT and forestry was changed. Tree growth, thinning and final cuttings of alternative land-use scenarios were based on stand projections produced by a stand simulator [3,23].

There were three reasons for applying the I-O analysis—despite some of its shortcomings [24]. Firstly, we had the existing input-output tables for Lapland Region. Secondly, there were already suitable model applications of input-output analysis for calculating adequate assessments for the study purpose. Thirdly we focused on local effects, not nationwide welfare analysis. Finally we did not estimate the demand for nature-based tourism as such, rather we evaluated whether the increased number of tourists (due to more attractive forest environment) would be feasible, given the current tourism demand in Lapland.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Study Area

The center of the study area is located within the Kätkä-Aakenus mountain area in Fell Lapland, northern Finland (Figure 1). It consists of 7,800 ha of state owned land area, of which 5,600 ha is forestland between two top-rated tourist resorts, Ylläs and Levi (Figure 1). Kätkä-Aakenus mountain area includes forests, forested hills and mainly barren fells, ranging from 300 to 900 m above sea level. The average annual mean temperature sum is about 760 d.d. (degree days) indicating harsh growth conditions near timberline [25]. Approximately 1,700 ha are pine dominated, 500 ha spruce dominated and the rest of the forest land area consists of mixed stands in which the proportions of coniferous trees (pine or spruce) vary as well as the proportions of broadleaved tree species (mainly birch). Of the total forest land area (5,600 ha), as much as 3,400 ha include various kinds of conserved species which partially limits the forest management of mostly intermediate thinning and final cuttings. Furthermore, 675 ha are strictly conserved by various laws (either national or European Community Statutes).
According to the last forest inventory, the total growing stock of the forestland area is app. 381,400 m³, corresponding to an average of 68.5 m³/ha. The total area of recommended immediate final cuttings (mature and old-growth stands) is high, 2,180 ha corresponding to 39% of the total forest land area (Table 1). The above-mentioned characteristics of the forest land area (see Table 1) adequately represent the average growth conditions prevailing in northern Finland [26,27].

**Figure 1.** Large-scale maps and the location of the case study site with reference to Finnish geography and the two tourist resorts, Ylläs and Levi.

![Large-scale maps and the location of the case study site](image)

**Table 1.** Description of the state forest characteristics in the study area. Total forest land area is 5,600 ha.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category by development classes</th>
<th>Proportion of the total land area (%)</th>
<th>Average volume, m³/ha (standard deviation, S.D.)</th>
<th>Biological age, yrs (S.D.)</th>
<th>Dominant height, m (S.D.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seedling stand</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>12.3 (16.5)</td>
<td>17 (14.2)</td>
<td>3.6 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young stand</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>69.9 (39.0)</td>
<td>53 (36.3)</td>
<td>9.4 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature stand</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>87.9 (37.2)</td>
<td>115 (82.2)</td>
<td>9.8 (6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old-growth stand (a)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>76.9 (48.2)</td>
<td>158 (39.4)</td>
<td>13.5 (3.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Here, old-growth stand is described only by biological age. Stands older than 140 years belong to this category.

The impact of tourism in the Fell Lapland region as a whole is significant. In 2006, there were over 800,000 registered overnights (one third of them being foreigners) together in Ylläs and Levi tourist resorts, and the turnover in the accommodation and restaurant business was 74 million euro [7]. The
natural environment within the region provides vast recreational opportunities for tourists. The Ylläs tourist resort is located nearby the extensive Pallas-Ylläs National Park, which is the most visited national park in Finland with more than 400,000 visits annually [28]. Levi tourist resort is surrounded partly by private forest as well as state owned forests in which the key goal is wood production.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Stand Projections and the Application of Input-Output Analysis

Alternative land-use scenarios were produced by individual stand projections that were based on the MOTTI stand simulator. MOTTI is a stand-level growth simulator including specific distance-independent tree-level models for predicting, e.g., natural regeneration, growth and mortality, as well as effects of management on tree growth [29]. It is designed to simulate stand development under alternative management regimes and growth conditions in Finland [23,29,30] with separate models for peatland trees available [29,31]. Furthermore, the user can define different parameters of the simulations—such as management schedule, stumpage prices, unit costs for silvicultural measures and discount rate. The performance of the MOTTI simulator has been assessed in young Scots pine stands by Ahtikoski et al. [32], Huuskonen and Ahtikoski [33] and Huuskonen [34], and in mixed stands by Hynynen et al. [29]. Mäkinen et al. [35] evaluated the reliability of the growth predictions in intensively managed Scots pine stands. The results indicate that the MOTTI simulator can be applied as a tool to compare stand management alternatives in Finnish conditions. In this study the number of intermediate thinnings was restricted to two (2) since the time horizon was only 30 years. In harsh growth conditions more than two intermediate thinnings within a 30-year time horizon is practically unattainable, given the average rotation period exceeding well over 100 years. Further, common silvicultural measures (such as soil preparation, planting, direct sowing, tending of sapling stand and forest drainage) were allowed, the intensity of the measures depending on the land-use scenario.

In general, input-output, I-O analyses are quite widely applied in assessing economic impacts of tourism [36-38]. However, the impact of tourism on economic activity in the state or nation as a whole cannot be tackled with local input-output analysis [24]. Nevertheless, local effects on value added and employment can be determined by using input-output analysis [24]. Another aspect favoring the use of input-output analysis in this connection is there are no existing ready-made computable general equilibrium (CGE) models available [24,39], or in the existing partial equilibrium models, the tourism sector is not incorporated [40,41].

Input-output analysis originates from the results of the input-output model and input-output tables (method), which were initially developed by Leontief [42]. Typically I-O analysis has been used for assessing the impact of a change in the demand conditions for industries of the economy. The basic relationships in this model are often written in matrix notation, which are presented in an appendix.

2.2.2. Specific Features of the Input-Output Analysis

The input-output tables of Lapland Region [43] were used for the I-O analysis we made for two industry groups, namely “Forestry and related manufacturing” and “Tourism”. For Forestry and related manufacturing we sum up impacts of the following industries: “Forestry, logging and related service
activities”, “Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products” and “Manufacture of wood and of products of wood and cork, except furniture”. We assess the direct demand of tourism with tourism satellite accounts (TSA) and input-output tables of Lapland for 2002 [43,44]. The TSA is weighted with the output/employment of all tourism-related industries by the ratio of tourism expenditures to total expenditures for each industry [45-48].

To determine the individual tourist income, we first derived the average duration of registered tourist overnight stays (including both domestic and foreign tourists who have stayed in hotels or in other registered accommodation) from sub-county database sources [49] resulting in 3.7 days per tourist. To this value we applied the average visitor expenditure of €64.8/day in the region [49].

Having estimated the average consumption of each tourist (3.7 days × €64.8/day), we also had to evaluate how much was spent on accommodation and how much of the total price of a package tour spilled over [50]. The figures of accommodation and spillovers of the package tours were based on a recent report [49]; they were €40/day and €72.8/day, respectively. Finally, we estimated that each tourist would generate a direct income of €660 during his/her visit in the Levi and Ylläs region (3.7 × (64.8 + 40 + 72.8)). This figure corresponds well with the latest study on the subject in that region [47], and it is assumed to generate multiplier effects according to the latest regional input-output tables [43].

For simplicity we calculated the accumulative value added (millions of euro) and accumulative employment (person-years) for the next 30 years. By this procedure (i.e., assessing accumulative values) we avoid problematic details such as the decision of social discount rate (for the social discount rate, see Stiglitz [51]) without changing anything of substance. Technically, in forming the accumulative values for value added and employment, we summed up the results of each five-year period of stand projections associated with alternative land-use scenarios. One should note that there were minor differences between land-use scenarios with respect to the patterns of when each five-year period’s value added or employment was at its peak or lowest point. In summing up, these minor differences between land-use scenarios evened out since we did not take into account the time by discounting.

2.2.3. Land-Use Scenarios and Tourists’ Preferences

The dependence between particular land-use scenario and recreation demand (expressed as the amount of tourists) cannot be tackled directly here since there are no studies in similar conditions which could link different forest management schedules (land-use scenarios) to changes in tourist flows, or alternatively in tourist expenditures [50]. The link between forest management practices and the recreation environment is, however, studied particularly in landscape preferences studies [12,17-20,52]. The results suggest that in maintaining long-distance scenes, for example, the delineation of cutting areas should be fit into landscape structure avoiding artificial and geometric forms. Moreover, large and visible regeneration units should be avoided in management in order to sustain the forested appearance of the area [20]. The impact of thinnings is often considered to be positive due to improved visibility and walkability within the forest stand. Natural regeneration preserving seed trees on the site is a better-accepted management method both in near-view and long-distance scenes [12,18,52]. Moreover, a recent study suggests that in relatively flat landscapes, professionally designed regeneration cuttings help in opening up long-distance views, which are appreciated by foreign tourists [12]. In this
study we assumed a positive relationship between maintaining long-distance scenes as well as near view and the amount of tourists indicating that the better the long-distance scene and near-view are maintained in the landscape, the higher the influx of visitors.

2.2.4. Land-Use Scenarios

Three different land-use scenarios were applied in the study region within the time span of 30 years. These alternative land-use scenarios represented alternative outlooks on the practices of natural resources management (forest stand management), and in the following the three scenarios are described in detail.

(1) **Business-As-Usual, BAU.** In this scenario the wood production possibilities in state owned forests are exploited with the magnitude that corresponds to practical forestry during the past decade in the study region. This scenario closely resembles to *maximum sustainable yield*, which is commonly referred to in the literature [53,54]. However, the BAU scenario does not exactly correspond to maximum sustainable yield, since there have been some adjustments in practical forestry in the study region. These adjustments have involved clearcutting areas as well as intensive thinnings. The adjustments have resulted in app. 20% less timber production per annum than would have occurred if pure maximum sustainable yield had been applied in the state owned forests. In this scenario the quality of forest recreation environment is an external outcome of forest management focusing on timber production. Technically, all of the forest land area (5,600 ha) is managed according to the latest silvicultural recommendations [55]. This scenario is the baseline to which the other two scenarios (2 and 3) are compared.

(2) **Nature-Based Tourism A, NBT A.** In this scenario the nearby environment along the trails for outdoor recreation is restricted from intensive forest management using specific buffer zones. An adequate width of the buffer zones was determined by a field visit in 2008. The first buffer zone follows the trail so that within a range of 50 m from both sides of the trail, forest management was not allowed at all. In the other buffer zone representing 50 m to 100 m from both sides of the trail, only a narrow range of management methods such as seed tree cuttings and thinnings were allowed, *i.e.*, no clear cuttings at all (Figure 2). In summary, this land-use scenario only limits forest management along the trails for outdoor recreation, leaving other areas opened for the forest management aiming at wood production. This scenario would allure more tourists into the study region due to a more attractive forest environment than in scenario 1, BAU. Restricting forest management only along the trails used for outdoor recreation, resulted in that altogether 940 ha (representing 17%) of forestland was under restricted forest management in the study region.
Figure 2. Illustrative map of scenario 2 (Nature-Based Tourism A, NBT_A). Trails, buffer zones and management restrictions are depicted in various colours and markings.

(3) Nature-Based Tourism B, NBT_B. Landscape along the trails as well as key landscape views within the area are secured by restricting forest management. First, a field visit was conducted to locate the main viewpoints of the case study region. Second, a visual sensitivity analysis by GIS (with four observer points) was applied to determine sensitive landscape areas, i.e., areas where any intensive forest management practices would be visible for larger user groups. The criterion was that the landscape view has to be seen at least from two out of the four observer points simultaneously (Figure 3). The idea of identifying key landscape views was to secure an image of forested landscape in the areas that would be critical for outdoor recreation experiences if the number of visitors were to increase in the future. This scenario, compared to scenario 2 (Nature-base tourism A), represents a significantly higher level of integration of nature-based tourism into forest management practices. This scenario also allures more tourists than scenario 1, BAU. In this scenario 3,400 (61%) ha became restricted from forest management.

As an overview of the land-use scenarios we present a table (Table 2), which includes annual cutting removals and silvicultural intensity associated with each scenario. Finally, for each land-use scenario the simulated stand projections (MOTTI stand simulator) within the next 30 years were converted into silvicultural measures (expressed as ha, and further in euro), thinnings (first m³, then euro) and final cuttings (m³, euro), and these values were fed into the input-output analysis.
Figure 3. Illustrative map of scenario 3 (Nature-Based Tourism B, NBTB). Four clumps of observer points (1–4) as well as management restrictions are depicted in the graph.

Table 2. Annual cutting removals and silvicultural activity associated with alternative scenarios during the next 30 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land-use scenario</th>
<th>Annual cutting removal (m$^3$)</th>
<th>Silvicultural intensity (a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Business-as-usual, BAU</td>
<td>4,960</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Nature-based tourism A</td>
<td>4,360</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Nature-based tourism B</td>
<td>3,710</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Silvicultural intensity in this connection means that total acreage of silvicultural measures (such as soil preparation for cultivation, planting, direct sowing, tending of sapling stand, forest drainage and fertilization) was summed up for the next 30 years, and the acreage representing BAU scenario was set to 100%.

3. Results and Discussion

The statistics reveal that registered overnights in Lapland have almost doubled from 1990 to 2008 (the value for 2008 being 2,348,430 overnights), and particularly the share of Fell Lapland has increased during that time period [7] Overall increase in tourism in the resorts of Ylläs and Levi has been rapid during the 2,000 s. For example, registered overnight stays in Levi increased from 2002 to 2008 from about 250,000 per annum to about 350,000 per annum. In Ylläs, respectively, the growth was even bigger, from about 130,000 per annum in 2002 to almost 350,000 per annum in 2008. After that, due to economic recession, the annual number of overnight stays has remained in about the same level [7,56]. However, there are many factors that influence tourism demand. The quality of the forest
environment that has been of interest here is only one of them. Thus, straight-forward comparisons between the amounts of increased tourists here (due to more attractive landscape views) and the general statistics described above are misleading, since magnitudes of this study context and overall figures are quite different. Furthermore the general statistics only provide a perspective to the overall framework, nothing else. Rather, one should evaluate the results of this study by questioning how feasible the amounts of increased tourists (associated with alternative land-use scenarios) are with respect to each other and to the losses in annual timber revenues, i.e., traditional forestry.

When the amount of increased tourists per annum was less than 211 tourists, then the Business-as-usual scenario (BAU) outperformed in accumulative value added (time span 30 years) the other two scenarios, Nature-based tourism A and Nature-based tourism B [Figure 4(a)]. If more than 211 tourists per annum would be allured to the study region due to a more aesthetic landscape, then Nature-based tourism A would perform better than the Business-as-usual scenario with respect to accumulative value added [Figure 4(a)]. Further, if the amount of increased tourists would exceed 440 tourists, then also Nature-based tourism B scenario would outperform the Business-as-usual scenario in accumulative value added [Figure 4(a)]. The difference between Nature-based tourism B (NBT_B) and Nature-based tourism A (NBT_A) with respect to accumulative value added can be interpreted by the fact that more significant losses in accumulative value added of forestry are associated with NBT_B than with NBT_A. This is because distinctively larger areas are restricted from forest management in land-use scenario NBT_B than in NBT_A (3,400 ha vs. 940 ha). Stated differently, in NBT_B local economy will produce as much value added as in land-use scenario BAU only when a relatively large increase in recreation (tourist) demand takes place. Only then the increased tourist demand would compensate for the losses of the forestry sector associated with NBT_B.

Accumulative employment (time span 30 years) for the Business-as-usual scenario was 252 person-years, and 88 more tourists per annum would be required for Nature-based tourism A to break-even with the BAU scenario [Figure 4(b)]. For Nature-based tourism B, 184 more tourists per annum would be required to break-even with the BAU scenario with respect to accumulative employment [Figure 4(b)]. When comparing the results between accumulative value added [Figure 4(a)] and employment [Figure 4(b)], it can be seen that the values of more tourists per annum are considerably lower with accumulative employment than with accumulative value added. One of the reasons for this is the fact that nature-based tourism itself seems to generate more places of employment than forestry for the same value added—at least in the study region (Fell Lapland). This can be interpreted by saying that the productivity of various activities associated with nature-based tourism is less than the productivity of forestry, particularly in logging [57]. There are several reasons for this, but the most critical one is the fact that currently forestry is in most parts highly mechanized, and one employee in forestry can generate more value added than one employee working in business related to nature-based tourism.
Figure 4. (a) Accumulative value-added (time span 30 years) in land-use scenarios Business-As-Usual (BAU), Nature-Based Tourism A (NBTA) and Nature-Based Tourism B (NBTB). For BAU scenario accumulative value added is 22.9 million euro.
(b) Accumulative employment (time span 30 years) in land-use scenarios Business-As-Usual (BAU), Nature-Based Tourism A (NBTA) and Nature-Based Tourism B (NBTB). For BAU scenario accumulative employment is 252 person-years.

We demonstrated how the value added and employment of integrating nature-based tourism and forestry can be calculated through an application of combining stand projections and regional input-output, I-O analysis. We applied I-O analysis despite the fact that it has been also criticized. First, traditional I-O analysis assumes that there is a free, unrestricted flow of resources to different parts of the economy. The other two drawbacks related to the I-O analysis are: assumption of using inputs in fixed proportions (ignoring changes in relative prices) and absence of feedback effects, mechanisms from and to other sectors in the economy [24]. In spite of these drawbacks, it is acknowledged that estimating the economic impacts of tourism growth in certain contexts—such as small regional economies or sub-state regions—the I-O analysis is valid methodology to be applied [24]. Further, we focused on estimating only local effects on value added and employment, and for this purpose traditional I-O analysis fits well. In our case we consider that the assumption of freely available resources is quite reasonable since labor and capital can eloquently flow to the study region from other areas in Finland [24]. The next goal would be to extend our analysis to the regional or even national scale, which requires that we apply a CGE model (or partial equilibrium model). Prior to that we need to incorporate the tourism sector into the CGE model by e.g., utilizing the existing tourism satellite accounts (TSAs) of Finland.
Another issue related to the study context should be discussed in detail. Namely, the relation between a particular land-use alternative (forest management) and the tourist demand was based on previous studies on forest preferences of visitors and the impact of different management practices on the scenic and recreational value of forest stands in the Nordic countries. The earlier studies in the Nordic countries suggest that large and visible regeneration units should be avoided in management in order to sustain the forested appearance of the area [20]. Furthermore, we made an on-site questionnaire among 50 randomly chosen visitors in the study area in addition to 30 tourism entrepreneurs [58], and the findings of the on-site questionnaire were in solid accordance with earlier studies in the Nordic countries. Further, a critical issue is which scenario (NBT_A or NBT_B) would more likely to allure the required increase in the amount of tourists so that the losses in forestry would be fully compensated for at the local level. It seems that NBT_B scenario is more “safe” in that respect, since this scenario might even create a good reputation among tourists being a procedure which provides excellent recreation possibilities. On the other hand, the NBT_B scenario requires considerably more tourists than the NBT_A scenario to break even with the losses in forestry, and furthermore the NBT_B scenario requires higher investments (in a form of losses in timber production), which can be considered to be a risk factor. However, the ratio between actual, real nature-based tourists and those who just prefer walking along the trails remains unsettled in this study context. Stated differently, more knowledge on the link between particular forest management and overall tourism demand in the region is called for. Thus, further studies on the tourism demand would reveal whether equal-size increases in tourists would be achievable with distinctively different management scenarios (and thus considerably different timber production losses).

The most critical issue with respect to interpreting the results was whether the required increases in the amounts of tourists to compensate the losses of forestry are realistic. There is no straightforward answer to that, but we can outline the question by observing the past history of the development of tourism in Lapland. As stated before, the share of Fell Lapland of Lapland tourism has increased during the 1990s and 2000s [7]. The research looking at the attraction factor for nature-based tourism, stresses the importance of landscape and environmental quality for choosing a holiday destination [15,17,20,59]. Indirectly, together with other factors, aesthetic and recreational functions of forests can promote tourism and enhance economic development in rural areas. Viewed in this fashion it can be argued that the increases in the amounts of tourists associated with nature-based tourism A and B scenarios (NBT_A and NBT_B) can as well be interpreted as decreases in the amount of tourists associated with the Business-as-usual scenario (BAU)—the local impacts on value added and employment are identical whether we determine the increases or decreases. Finally, the possible gainers of the shift of management practices towards improving forest quality for tourism would be tourism entrepreneurs and rural population (not dependent on forestry activities) as well as tourists using the forest area. In Lapland, landscape and recreation values of state owned forests managed by Metsähallitus are increasingly important for the surrounding communities in nature-based tourism use. Metsähallitus, however, tries to integrate different forest uses in an optimal way in order to maximize the total benefits of forests for the society. Therefore assessing the benefits and costs of different management regimes is important information in the forest planning and policy processes.
4. Conclusions

The main results support the idea of integrating forestry and nature-based tourism in regions where tourism is established—such as the area in between Ylläs and Levi tourist resorts in northern Finland. Large-scale tourism creates enough demand in the service branch and also in other lines of business so that this increased demand can in principle compensate for the possible losses in forestry at the local level. According to our analyses, reasonable increases in the numbers of tourists would compensate for the losses in forestry—at least, when these increases are compared to the total tourism demand in the area. Further, the applied two different levels of integration (NBT_A and NBT_B) represent relevant options for local decision-makers.

What are the implications of this study for practical management decision-making? It can be argued that this study has addressed that tourism can actually generate real economic value for regions which also provide a wealth of ecosystem services. From the practical decision-making point of view, one easy-to-apply means to generate real economic value is to integrate nature-based tourism with traditional forestry in areas which possess solid local tourism demand. In such integration the costs of providing the adequate landscape quality for tourists are simply determined in a form of extra tourists needed to compensate for the losses in forestry. Currently, private forest owners are not rewarded directly for the production of forest externalities (landscape quality including sufficient recreation possibilities) resulting in that they are less willing to decide on forest management regimes that aim at improved landscape or other environmental values. In the future, a development of market-based methods to enhance the provision of amenity benefits in private lands should be developed and adapted to meet the needs of various regions in Europe. These types of approaches are currently developed in a large project NEWFOREX (New ways to Value and Market Forest Externalities) funded by the European Union under the 7th Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development.
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Appendix. Principles of Our Input-Output Analysis

The Leontief's basic model is the starting point to the input-output analysis. The matrix equation of the model is

\[ X = (I - A)^{-1} F \]  

where \( X \) is the vector of outputs, \( F \) is the vector of final demands, \( A \) is a matrix of fixed input coefficients, and \( Z \) is a matrix of intermediate uses \( A = ZX^{-1} \). \( Z_{ij} \) is an output from industry \( X_i \) used as an input by industry \( X_j \) and \( I \) is the identity matrix (with ones on the diagonal and zeros elsewhere). The so-called Leontief’s inverse matrix \((I-A)^{-1}\) represents a multiplier used to calculate overall changes in industrial outputs caused by changes in final demand. For a more complete account of input-output analysis, see ten Raa [1] or Miller & Blair [2].

We use this basic model to assess impacts of increased tourism, because new tourists bring the new final demand to a local economy. Restrictions on traditional forest management reduce the procurement of logs and pulpwood. Therefore the outputs of forestry and related manufacturing industries also decrease. We estimated the impacts of reduced outputs with an output-to-output model or a total flow model [3,4].

Szyrmer [5] derived a total flow (TF) matrix to capture the multiplier effects of a unit of output as a substitute for a unit of final demand. He generated this total flow matrix from the inverse of the Leontief matrix in the following way:

\[ TF = (I - A)^{-1} (D)^{-1} \]  

where \((D)\) refers to a diagonal matrix based on the diagonal of the Leontief inverse matrix. TF matrix in which the multiplier effects of a unit of output is captured [5,6].

It is possible to define the absolute gross effects of industries by multiplying a diagonal matrix composed of the outputs of all industries \((\hat{X})\) by the total flow matrix \((TF)\) to obtain an analytical matrix of outputs [7].

\[ R = (TF) \hat{X} \]  

The diagonal cells of the matrix \( R \) indicate the outputs of different industries, and the off—diagonal column cells indicate the direct and indirect output requirements of the industry represented by the row concerned with respect to the output of the industry denoted by the column.
The sum of a column in the matrix $\mathbf{R}$ indicates the total gross outputs associated with that industry in the economy (the industry’s own output and the direct and indirect output requirements of other industries = the total gross effects of the industry concerned). The absolute gross impacts cannot be added together, however, because the sum of these sums is more than the total output of the whole economy, due to the fact that the calculations of gross impacts count some of the requirements for intermediates more than once. The gross impacts of an output analysis therefore have to be calculated industry by industry [3,5,8].

The method for the calculation of the net effect is used to assess net impacts of the reduced outputs of forestry and related manufactured industries. In general the net effects of industries ($\mathbf{NX}$) are defined in Equation (4)

$$\mathbf{NX} = \mathbf{X} + (\mathbf{e}'\mathbf{R})' - \mathbf{Re},$$

where $\mathbf{e}$ is a summing vector.

Summing both sides of Equation (4) gives

$$\mathbf{e}'\mathbf{NEX} = \mathbf{e}'(\mathbf{X} + (\mathbf{e}'\mathbf{R})' - \mathbf{Re})$$

$$\iff \mathbf{X} = \mathbf{e}'\mathbf{X} = \mathbf{e}'\mathbf{NEX}$$

Thus the total gross output $\mathbf{X}$ in the economy and the sum of the net effects of industries are equivalent. This means that no overestimated net output effects or double counting of intermediates exist.

Double counting cross-impacts of forestry and related manufactured industries were eliminated by the calculation of the net effects. For instance, impacts of forest industries on forestry are included in the output of forestry, and therefore these must be subtracted from the gross impacts of forestry. In the same way, all cross-impacts among forestry and related manufacturing industries are eliminated.

Finally the calculation of the impacts in value added and employment from the impacts of outputs is made by coefficients of value added and employment. The effects of output on the value added in an industry, $V\mathbf{AE}$, are obtained by multiplying the analysis matrix $\mathbf{R}$ by the diagonal matrix $\mathbf{w}$, which consists of the value-added coefficients:

$$\mathbf{w}' = V\mathbf{AE}' \mathbf{X}$$

$$V\mathbf{AE} = value\text{-}added\ vector\ of\ industries$$

$$V\mathbf{AE} = \mathbf{w}' \mathbf{R}$$

If the employment $L$ in each industry is known, the effects of total output on employment can be obtained. Employment coefficients for individual industries can be obtained by dividing employment in each industry by the total output of that industry, $\mathbf{X}$. Using a matrix notation:

$$\hat{\mathbf{L}}\mathbf{X} = L^{'\hat{X}}^{-1}$$

The analytical matrix for employment is obtained by multiplying the diagonal matrix of employment coefficients by the total output matrix $\mathbf{R}$:

$$\mathbf{XL} = \hat{\mathbf{L}}\mathbf{X} \mathbf{R}$$
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